Performance of the Population Bioequivalence (PBE) Statistical Test with Impactor Sized Mass Data.
This article extends previous work studying performance characteristics of the population bioequivalence (PBE) statistical test recommended by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for orally inhaled and nasal drug products. Based on analysis of a metered dose inhaler database for impactor sized mass, a simulation study was designed to compare performance of the recommended PBE approach with several modified or alternative approaches. These included an extended PBE that separately modeled within-batch (can) and between-batch (batch) variability and average bioequivalence (ABE) tests that modeled with or without between-batch variability and with or without log-transformation. This work showed that separately modeling within- and between-batch variability while increasing the number of sampled batches addressed previously identified issues of the PBE approach when between-batch variability was present, namely, (a) increased risk for falsely concluding equivalence and (b) low probability of correctly concluding equivalence. The same modifications were also required of the ABE to achieve expected performance. However, these modifications did not successfully address the issue of equivalence conclusions that depended on the direction of product mean differences (asymmetric performance). This work highlights the importance of understanding decision-making error rates in developing regulatory recommendations to standardize bioequivalence outcomes across products.